DESCRIPTION:
- 0% VOC ECO 101 cleaning solution is applied under very precise quantity control across the complete web width, prior to the first printing unit. This creates a perfect layer of cleaning solution around the blanket cylinder, reducing up to 50% the washing time and cloth consumption of the existing blanket washer.
- Combiwash is available for all type of presses such as Goss, Manroland, Kba, Hantscho. It works with all kind of existing Automatic blanket washing systems, brush; cloth or pre wet.

ADVANTAGES
- Waste copies reduced.
- Highest cleaning quality.
- Washing cloth reduced.
- Changing cloth time saving.

Blanket washer enhancement: Reduces 50% of waste copies during washing
ROI: about 8 Months
Web Conditioning Unit

ECO 101 : 0% VOC, 100% Ecological cleaning solution.

ADVANTAGES
- Highest cleaning power
- Highest respect for the environments
- Highest dryer safety

PRE-PACK CLOTH : Dry and Pre-wet cloth with 0% VOC, 100% ecological cleaning solution.

ADVANTAGES
- Highest cleaning power
- Highest respect for the environments
- Highest dryer safety